This study examined the effects of emotion on implicit timing. In the implicit timing task used, the participants did not receive any temporal instructions. Instead they were simply asked and trained to press a key as quickly as possible after a stimulus (response stimulus) that was separated from a preceding stimulus by a given temporal interval (reference interval duration). However, in the testing phase, the interval duration was the reference interval duration or a shorter or longer interval duration. In addition, the participants attended two sessions: a first baseline session in which no stimulus was presented during the inter-stimulus intervals, and a second emotional session in which emotional facial expressions (angry, neutral and sad facial expressions) were presented during these intervals. Results showed faster RTs for interval durations close to the reference duration in both the baseline and the emotional conditions and yielded a U-shaped curve. This suggests that implicit processing of time persists in emotional contexts. In addition, the RT was faster for the facial expressions of anger than for those of neutrality and sadness. However, the U-shaped RT curve did not peak clearly at a shorter interval duration for the angry than for the other facial expressions. This lack of time distortion in an implicit timing task in response to arousing emotional stimuli questions the idea of an automatic speeding-up of the interval clock system involved in the representation of time.
Introduction
Subjective time is distorted under the effect of emotion. For example, time seems to speed up in dangerous situations when a person threatens to attack us. This effect of emotion on the judgment of time has been extensively studied in recent decades [1] . In a seminal study conducted in our laboratory, participants were presented with pictures of faces expressing different emotions, namely that of anger as well as of happiness, sadness and neutrality [2] . Their task was to judge whether the duration of presentation of these facial expressions was more similar to a short or long anchor duration previously learned in a non-emotional context (temporal bisection task). Results showed that, compared to other facial expressions, the participants more often associated the angry faces with the long than with the short standard duration. This temporal lengthening effect in response to angry faces has since been replicated with different negative high-arousing emotional stimuli (e.g., affective pictures, sounds, electric shocks) [3, 4, 5, 6, 7] . This emotional effect on time judgment has generally been explained as resulting from the increase in the physiological arousal level that automatically speeds up the internal clock system that provides the raw material for time representation [8] . According to the internal clock model [9, 10] , a clock system emits pulses (ticks, oscillations) that are gated into an accumulator during the stimulus to be timed, with the result that subjective time depends on the number of pulses accumulated. When the clock runs faster, more pulses are accumulated and the stimulus duration is judged longer. Dopamine activity in the cortico-striatal circuits has been considered to be the major factor controlling the speed of the internal clock [11] . Since it is well known that the emotion of fear increases the level of dopamine in the brain [12, 13] , it is likely that the perception of threatening stimuli accelerates the clock system involved in time representation. However, since the effects of emotion on behavior are particularly complex [14] , the question of the different mechanisms involved in time judgment in emotional states remains a matter of debate today. In human beings, conscious processes may indeed influence time judgment, for example the decision to respond long or short in a bisection task. Recently, Droit-Volet et al. [15] demonstrated that explicit knowledge about subjective time distortion modulates the effects of emotion on time judgment. To further examine whether emotional effects on judgments of durations are due to an automatic speeding-up of the internal clock system, we decided to test emotional effects on implicit processing of time in the present study.
In explicit time judgment tasks, such as the temporal generalization task, participants are taught that they must learn a reference duration. They are then overtly instructed to compare this duration with probe durations (shorter, longer or equal). In this way, they are made consciously aware of temporal aspects of the task and are required to process time intentionally. Unlike in explicit time judgment tasks, the participants in implicit timing tasks are unaware that they are processing time [16, 17, 18] . For example, participants can be presented with two stimuli separated by an interval, but without being given any temporal instructions. They are simply told to press as quickly as possible after the second stimulus (response signal). In this condition, the critical measure is the reaction time (RT), i.e. the minimum time needed to respond to a stimulus. It has been demonstrated that RT is influenced by the interval between two stimuli [19] . RT is indeed faster for stimuli presented after a long rather than a short interval (foreperiod effect), at least when foreperiods are variable and have a uniform probability of presentation. This effect is explained by the increasing conditional probability over time that the target stimulus is going to appear, given that it has not already occurred (the hazard function) [20, 21, 22] . This would lead to the automatic processing of the time context and make it possible to predict and anticipate incoming events. However, in most "foreperiod" studies, participants are not familiarized with a specific time of stimulus occurrence that would allow them to accurately predict the time window in which the stimulus is expected to occur. In a recent study based on a paradigm of temporal discrimination (temporal generalization), Piras and Coull [23] trained their participants to press a button as quickly as possible after a second stimulus that was separated from the first by a given inter-stimulus interval (reference interval duration). The authors' idea was that participants implicitly construct their temporal expectation for the response stimulus through the automatic learning of this reference interval duration. In the subsequent testing phase, different interval durations were presented, including the reference interval and other intervals that were shorter or longer than it. The results showed that RT varied as a function of interval durations. They was indeed faster during a time window close to the reference interval duration, and increased outside this temporal window for interval durations shorter or longer than the reference interval, thus resulting in a U-shaped curve. It seems quite unlikely that participants are conscious of the rules governing their reaction times. The variation in RT as a function of interval durations has therefore been explained in terms of time processing that operates largely independently of consciousness [21, 23, 24] .
The aim of the present study was therefore to examine the effect of an emotional context on RT in a paradigm similar to that used by Piras and Coull [23] . The participants were therefore trained to press the "0" key of the computer keypad as quickly as possible after a stimulus, which was separated from a preceding stimulus by a given interval (reference interval). A relatively high number of training trials were used to ensure a stable representation of the reference interval in memory. In the testing phase, the participants' task was the same. However, probe inter-stimulus intervals were tested, involving the presentation of the reference interval as well as of intervals shorter and longer than it. This implicit timing task was performed in a nonemotional context (with no stimulus presented during the interval duration) in an initial session, and in an emotional context in a second session. In this second session, emotional pictures were presented during the inter-stimulus interval. Given that emotional effects on time judgment are known to occur in response to emotional facial expressions, we decided to use facial expressions of anger and neutrality as our emotional stimuli. Our hypothesis was that RT should be faster for the probe interval durations close to the reference interval. However, in an emotional context, if the perception of angry faces increases the speed of the interval clock, the RTs should shorten earlier, i.e. at probe interval durations shorter than the reference interval.
Experiment 1

Method
2.1.1 Participants. Forty-two undergraduate psychology students from Clermont Auvergne University (Mean age = 19.48; SD = 1.10; 32 females and 8 males) participated in this experiment. The students signed a written informed consent before their participation to this experiment. This experiment has been conducted according to the principles expressed in the declaration of Helsinki. The procedure used was approved by the Sud-Est VI Statutory Ethics Committee (CPP, France). The students received course credits in exchange for their participation.
2.1.2 Material. The participants were seated in a quiet room in the laboratory of the psychology department facing a computer that delivered and recorded all experimental events using E-prime (Psychology Software Tools Inc.). They responded by pressing the "0" key of the computer keypad with the index finger of the dominant hand. The stimulus at onset and offset of the temporal interval was a 100-ms auditory stimulus. The emotional stimuli were six photographs of 3 different women expressing anger or neutrality. These faces were taken from a validated set of facial expressions [25] .
2.1.3 Procedure. The participants (21 per group) were assigned to either a short or a long duration group. One participant was nevertheless excluded from the final sample because he always produced RT longer than 1.5 s. For the short group, the reference interval duration was 500 ms and the probe interval durations were 200, 300, 400, 500, 600, 700 and 800 ms. For the long group, the reference duration was 1000 ms and the probe durations 400, 600, 800, 1000, 1200, 1400 and 1600 ms. Each participant completed two successive sessions (baseline session and emotion session) consisting of a training phase and a testing phase. In each phase, the participant initiated a trial by pressing on the spacebar of the computer keyboard after the word "ready/prêt" was presented in the center of the computer screen. Two auditory signals were delivered 200 ms after trial initiation, with an inter-signal interval corresponding to either the reference or probe duration. The inter-trial interval was randomly selected from a continuous range between 500 and 1000 ms.
In the training phase (20 trials), the inter-signal interval always corresponded to the reference duration, thus ensuring a stable reference memory. The participants did not receive any temporal instructions and were only asked to press as quickly as possible after hearing the second signal. In the testing phase, they were told that they had successfully learnt to press quickly after the second auditory signal, and that they must now continue to do so. In this phase, the reference duration was presented 9 times (9 trials) and the other probe durations 3 times each (6 x 3 trials). The trial presentation order was randomized within each trial block (3 blocks of 9 trials). The training phases were the same for the baseline and the emotion session. The only difference between the two sessions lay in the testing phase. In the baseline testing phase, there was a total of 27 trials (9 + 18). In the emotion testing phase, an emotional stimulus was presented during the interval between each auditory signal. As there were two emotional stimuli (angry and neutral facial expressions), this made a total of 54 trials (27 trials x 2 emotional stimuli), with the emotional stimuli being randomly presented within each block (3 blocks of 9 x 2 trials). faces) was presented during the interval (Figure A in S1 File). The RT curves were U-shaped in all conditions, with RT decreasing to a minimum value before subsequently increasing again. For the baseline session, the ANOVA performed on RT with one within-subjects factor (interval duration) and one between-subjects factor (duration range) confirmed the existence of a main effect of interval duration, F(6, 234) = 5.01, p = .0001, η 2 p = .11. The main effect of duration range, F(1, 39) = 0.03, p = .87, and the duration interval x duration range interaction, F(6, 234) = 1.45, p = .20, were not significant. The significant effect of interval duration indicated that RT was affected by the temporal interval before the response signal, i.e. a finding that is consistent with the implicit processing of time. As suggested by Fig 2,  in which the two duration ranges are averaged, the minimum value of the U-curve (peak time) in the baseline session was located at the probe interval duration just shorter than the reference interval duration (D3). The RT was indeed shorter for D3 than for the shortest (D1) or the two longest interval durations (D6, D7) (Bonferroni tests, p < .05), while no significant difference was observed in RT between these anchor durations (p > .05).
Results and discussion
For the emotion session, the ANOVA performed on RT also found a significant main effect of interval duration, F(6, 234) = 12.53, p = .0001, η 2 p = .24, confirming that RT continued to be affected by the temporal interval before the response signal in an emotion context. The significant main effect of interval duration was verified in all emotional conditions (short interval duration range: angry faces, F(6, 114) = 3.73, p = .0001, η The participants therefore always responded faster in response to the facial expression of anger than to the neutral facial expression. The emotion x interval duration interaction, F(6, 234) = 0.79, p = .58, did not reach significance. The minimum value of the U-curve (peak time) occurred indeed earlier in the two emotion conditions than in the baseline condition without stimulus, i.e., at D2 rather than D3 (Fig 2) . However, the minimum value of RT appeared at the same probe interval duration (D2) for anger and neutral emotion. Therefore, with the procedure used, there was no clear difference in the implicit processing of time between the two emotional stimuli tested (anger vs. neutrality). Based on our a priori hypothesis [26] , we nevertheless decided to run additional analyses and found only that the significant increase in RT after this D2 value emerged earlier for anger than for neutrality. Indeed, RT were significantly longer for D4 than for D3 in response to anger (Bonferroni test, p < .05), while this significance difference in RT was only observed between D6 and D3 when a neutral facial expression was presented.
To further examine the value of the peak time (minimum value) of the U-shaped curves, we decided to fit each individual curve with the polynomial function from the GraphPrism program. The polynomial fit procedure provided reasonably good fits of the temporal curves for most of the participants (p < .05). However, the fit was not significant for some participants. This was probably due to the small number of trials we initially used in each condition in order to avoid a fall-off in the short-lived emotion effect. In such cases, we simply took the probe duration corresponding to the lowest RT value. This procedure was not possible for 4 participants who produced low RT at different probe durations, and who were therefore excluded from the following statistical analyses. Fig 3 showed the peak time in the baseline and the emotion session (Figure B in S1 File). In the emotion session, the effect of emotion was significant in the short duration condition, F(1, 19) = 4.29, p = .05, η 2 p = .18, but not in the long duration condition, F(1, 19) = 2.47, p = .13. This finding therefore indicated that the peak time was lower for the angry than for the neutral emotion, but only in the short duration range condition. This suggests a leftward shift of the U-shaped curve, which was greater for the angry than for the neutral emotion when the inter-signal intervals were short (< 800 ms). The comparison between the peak time for the different emotion conditions and the baseline condition revealed that the peak time was systematically higher for the baseline condition without stimulus than for the two emotional stimuli presented during the temporal interval (all p < .05), with the exception of the difference in the peak time between the neutral emotional stimulus and the no-stimulus condition for the short duration range, which did not reach significance (F(1, 18) = .50, p = .49).
In sum, our results show that RT were systematically affected by the nature of the stimulus presented during the temporal interval between two signals, being faster for the high-arousing emotional stimulus (angry expression) than for the neutral emotional stimulus or in cases where no stimulus was administered. They also show that RT were affected by the temporal interval between the two signals, forming a U-shaped curve in all the experimental conditions, whether emotional or not. This suggests the existence of an implicit processing of time in an emotional context as well as in a non-emotional context when no stimulus was presented during the inter-signal interval. However, the U-shaped curve of RT, depending on inter-signal interval, did not clearly change as a function of emotions. Indeed, the U-shaped RT curves were shifted toward the left, with a lower peak time, in the condition with pictures of facial expressions compared to the baseline condition without stimulus. However, this leftward shifting did not appear to be significantly more marked for the angry faces than for the neutral facial expressions. Indeed, the emotion x interval duration interaction did not reach significance. The peak time of the U-curve nevertheless tended to be lower for the angry than for the neutral emotion, but only in the short duration range condition. This suggests that the RT for the response signal after the inter-signal interval was more impacted by the presentation of facial expressions in the short than in the long duration range condition. This may be related to action preparation processes that occur earlier with long inter-signal intervals than with shorter ones [20, 21, 22] , thereby limiting the examination of emotional effects in a "foreperiod" paradigm to short interval durations. We initially assumed that an automatic speeding up of the internal clock in the high-arousal emotion condition (angry face) would affect the RT in both the short and the long duration range. Our results were not consistent with this hypothesis and therefore suggest that, in our paradigm, additional processes have probably interfered with the timing of action preparation during the temporal interval between the warning and the response signal. Indeed, the results in Experiment 1 showed that the difference in RT for the angry and neutral emotions was very marked, but that the shifting of the U-shaped curve toward shorter interval durations for anger compared to neutrality remained weakly significant. This is likely to be due to the general context in the emotional session that produced within-trials interference effects on RT. We therefore decided to run a second experiment to examine the short duration range condition in two different emotional sessions (groups). Facial expressions of anger and neutrality were presented to one group of participants in one and the same session, whereas facial expressions of sadness and neutrality were presented to the other group. Sad facial expressions were chosen because, while they are also unpleasant pictures (negative emotion), they are less arousing than angry faces that represent a more imminent danger (attack) [27] . In addition, studies of explicit time judgments have not found any time distortion with this emotion [8] .
Experiment 2
Method
3.1.1 Participants. Forty new undergraduate psychology students participated in this study conducted according to the principles expressed in the declaration of Helsinki (Mean age = 19.9 years, SD = 0.99, 31 females and 9 males). They received course credits for their participation. They also signed written informed consent before their participation. The procedure of Experiment 2 was approved by the Sud-Est VI Statutory Ethics Committee (CPP, France).
3.1.2 Material and procedure. The material and procedure were exactly the same as those used in Experiment 1, except for the facial expression of sadness which were taken from Ekman and Friesen's battery of facial expressions [25] . In addition, in order to increase the emotion effect, the emotional stimuli were presented 500 ms before the first auditory signal and continued during the temporal interval between the two auditory signals. The participants' task was still to press as quickly as possible after the second signal. In Experiment 2, they were assigned to an "anger" or "sadness" group (20 participants per group). Each group took part in two successive sessions: the baseline session and the emotional session. The training and the testing phases for these two sessions were similar between the groups, except for the emotional stimuli presented in the testing phase of the second session: angry and neutral facial expressions in the anger group and sad and neutral facial expressions in the sadness group.
3.2.3 Results. Fig 4 shows RT as a function of probe interval durations for the session without stimulus and the second session with emotional stimuli in the anger and sadness groups (Figure C in S1 File). Unlike in Experiment 1, RT appeared to be longer with than without emotional pictures. This is probably due to the fact that the pictures were presented both during the interval duration and before the first signal of 500 ms. The RT curve was nevertheless U-shaped in all conditions, thus confirming the implicit processing of time between these two auditory signals.
The ANOVA conducted on RT for the baseline session with the group and the duration interval as factors again found a significant main effect of interval duration, F(6, 228) = 12.66, p = .0001, η 2 p = .25, indicating variations of RT as a function of interval before the response signal. As easy to predict, the effect of group, F(1, 38) = 0.15, p = .71, and the group x interval duration, F(6, 228) = 0.66, p = .69, were not significant.
For the session with the emotional stimuli, the ANOVA performed on RT with 3 factors (group, emotion, interval duration) also showed a significant main effect of interval duration, F(6, 228) = 8.59, p = .0001, η When each group was taken separately, neither an effect of emotion, F(1, 19) = 1.65, p = .21, nor an interaction between emotion and interval duration, F(6, 114) = 0.49, p = .81, were found for the sadness group. RTs were therefore similar between the sad emotional stimulus (M = 232.52) and the neutral emotional stimulus (M = 221.58). Post-hoc comparisons of RTs between the sad and the neutral faces did not show any significant difference for any of the interval durations (all p > .05). In the sadness group, RT therefore varied with interval duration but not as a function of the emotional stimuli presented during the inter-signal interval. By contrast, in the anger group, the effect of emotion reached significance, F(1, 19) = 26.62, p = .0001, η 2 p = .58. Indeed, RT were faster in response to anger (M = 227.56) than to the neutral emotion (M = 267.17). However, the emotion x interval duration interaction did not reach significance, F(6, 114) = 0.34, p = .91, confirming the lack of temporal modulation of the emotional effect on RT when the angry and the neutral faces were presented in the same session. However, based on our a priori hypotheses [26] , we performed additional analyses to compare emotion-related differences in RT for the different interval durations. There was no effect of emotion for the three shortest probe interval durations (200 ms, F(1, 19) = 2.56, p = .11; 300 ms, F(1, 19) = 2.05, p = .17; 400 ms, F(1, 19) = 2.54, p = .13) or the longest probe duration (800-ms, F(1, 19) = 3.25, p = .09), whereas the effect of emotion was observed at the intermediate interval durations of 500, 600 and 700 ms (F(1, 19) = 16.55; F(1, 19) = 4.32; F(2, 38) = 7.16, respectively, all p < .05). RT were thus shorter for the angry than the neutral faces at the interval durations close to the reference interval durations. These last results thus suggested that the anger-neutral difference in RT tended to change across the probe interval durations.
As in Experiment 1, we also measured the peak time (minimum value) using the same procedure as described above (Fig 5 and Figure D in S1 File) . The overall analysis of variance on peak time for the emotion session including the sadness and the angry group showed that the emotion x group did not reach significance (F(1, 38) = 2.73, p = .10). This interaction was again not significant. Only pair-wise comparisons of peak time between each emotion condition revealed some significant trends. Indeed, these comparisons suggested that the RT curve peaked at a shorter interval duration for the angry (M = 303.92) than for the sad faces (M = 422.98), F(1, 38) = 5.19, p = .03, whereas the peak time was similar for the neutral faces between the angry and sadness groups, F(1, 38) = .004, p = .95. Indeed, for the sadness group, the peak time was close to the probe interval duration value just shorter than the reference duration in all emotional conditions as well as in the baseline condition (M sad = 422.98; M neutral = 397.27; M no-stimulus = 414.41). There was indeed no difference in the peak time between the sad and the neutral faces, F(1, 19) = .23, p = .64. By contrast, for the anger group, the RT curve peaked at a shorter interval duration value in response to the anger stimulus (M = 303.93, SE = 32.88) than it did in the presence of the neutral stimuli (M = 393.69, SE = 45.71), F(1, 19) = 4.15, p = .04.
General Discussion
This study examined the effects of emotion (facial expressions) on implicit timing. In two experiments, participants were trained on a reference interval between two auditory signals, followed by a testing phase that included both the reference interval and different probe durations that were either shorter or longer than the reference interval. The participants did not receive any temporal instructions. They were simply told to press a key as quickly as possible after the second signal. Our results showed that the speed of RT depended on the inter-signal interval duration. RT were indeed faster for interval durations close to the reference duration than for the other shorter or longer durations and formed a U-shaped curve. This finding is consistent with the results reported by Piras and Coull [23] using a similar procedure, as well as by other authors working within the "foreperiod" paradigm [17, 18, 28] . There is currently a debate as to whether the foreperiod phenomena are purely automatic or not [23] . Some authors consider that the variation in RT as a function of the time period preceding the response signal reflects an automatic processing of the inter-signal interval, which permits subjects to anticipate the arrival of the next signal and to be prepared to respond as quickly as possible when it appears [23] . However, recent experimental evidence has shown that the foreperiod function is flatter in a dual-task than in a single-task condition, thus suggesting the activity of cognitive control processes during the temporal preparation for action in the foreperiod paradigm [29, 30] . Although the processes involved in the implicit timing task are complex and are probably not completely automatic, we can nevertheless assume that the processing of time requires less cognitive resources and operates more automatically in this task than in an explicit timing task [31] . Consequently, our results depicting the U-shape of RT as a function of the interval duration between the warning and the response signal suggest the existence of an implicit processing of time that affects motor preparation processes. However, our results also demonstrate that this implicit processing of time persists in an emotional context. Indeed, the U-shaped RT curves were obtained in all the experimental conditions used in our study, i.e. in the baseline session without stimuli presented during the inter-signal interval, and in the emotion session with different emotional facial expressions (anger, sadness, neutrality). Although they did not significantly affect our results, two possible limitations to our study must nevertheless be pointed out as they may be relevant for future experiments. The first is related to the low number of trials used in our study in order to take account of the short-lived emotional effect. In some of the subjects, this produced a U-shaped curve that did not fit well with a polynomial function. The second is related to the emotion session, which was administered after a first non-emotion session and may have induced some learning-related improvement in reaction times, thus limiting emotion effects on timing. This approach was adopted in order to ensure a stable memory representation of the reference interval duration. Whatever the case may be, our data clearly demonstrate that the implicit processing of time persists in different emotional contexts despite these experimental conditions.
Our data also showed that the emotional context affected the RT in the implicit timing task used in our study. Indeed, independently of the value of the inter-signal intervals, the RT were always faster when the emotional image presented during this inter-signal interval was that of an angry face compared to a neutral or sad face. This result is entirely consistent with the results of numerous studies showing that high-arousing emotions speed up most motor responses (simple reaction time, gait, etc.) [32, 33] . When emotional stimuli, such as threatening facial expressions, constitute a signal relevant for the defensive system, they trigger fast and appropriate action (withdrawal, escape, attack) [34, 35, 36] . The survival instinct thus activates the process of preparation for action and makes it possible to produce rapid action in the event of potential danger [37, 38] . In sum, the processing of threatening stimuli, such as the facial expression of anger used in our study, is prioritized in order to permit a rapid response [39, 40, 41] . Our results support this explanation by showing that RT was faster for angry faces than for other facial expressions (neutral and sad faces) or in the case where no stimuli were presented during the inter-signal interval. Our data therefore suggest an acceleration of the executive motor functions in response to angry faces compared to other faces in an implicit timing task using RT as measure.
However, the aim of our study was to examine whether this acceleration of RT with angry faces also varied with the inter-signal duration, i.e. occurring at shorter probe interval durations. This would indicate that the perception of angry faces affects not only the motor processes involved in action preparation, but also the internal clock system underlying the timing of action. As explained in the introduction, when the internal clock speeds up, more time units (pulses, oscillations) are accumulated, and time production is shorter [8] . In our implicit time task, this clock-effect should have produced a leftward shift of the U-shaped RT curve for angry faces compared to other faces. However, the general analyses of variance in our experiments did not provide convincing results, given that no significant interaction between emotions and interval durations was found. Consequently, contrary to our hypothesis, the shortening of RT did not occur earlier for angry faces than for the other facial expressions. Only additional pair-wise comparisons suggested a tendency for a temporal modulation of the peak time of the U-curve as a function of emotions. Indeed, in the baseline session, the RT curve peaked at an interval duration close to the reference interval duration (400 ms). In the emotional session with facial expressions of sadness, the RT curve also peaked at 400 ms, and no difference in the peak time was observed between the sad and neutral facial expressions. By contrast, in the emotional session with angry facial expressions, the RT curve peaked at a shorter interval duration, i.e., at 300 ms, such that the peak time was lower with the angry than with the sad faces. Furthermore, the RT curve also peaked at a shorter duration interval for the angry faces than for the neutral face in our experiments, but only in the 200-800-ms duration range. Whatever the case may be, for the implicit timing task used, these statistical results did not provide a clear demonstration of an emotion-dependent modulation of RT as a function of inter-signal interval.
The question raised is: why did we not find results providing a clearly demonstration of a temporal variation of RT as a function of emotion in our implicit timing task? As reported in the introduction, a dilation of time in high-arousing emotional contexts has been clearly established in explicit time judgment tasks used in human adults [1, 8] . A fundamental difference between the explicit and the implicit timing task lies in the nature of the time judgment, which demands more cognitive capacities in terms of working memory and attention in the former than the latter task [31] . The lack of time-related emotion effect in our implicit task thus questions the idea of an automatic acceleration of the internal clock mechanism in emotional contexts. Indeed, this type of automatic speeding up of the internal clock should have produced distortion in time judgment in the implicit task as well as in the explicit task. Several studies have shown the critical role of attention in the processing of threatening stimuli in order to detect possible danger [39, 40] . Consequently, if the effects of emotion on time judgment are ultimately due to attention processes rather than to an automatic speeding up of the internal clock, when few attention resources are required to process time as in the implicit task used in our study, then no emotion-related distortion of time should occur. The results obtained in our implicit timing task therefore suggest that attention plays a critical role in the emotion-related distortions of time found in previous studies using explicit timing tasks. However, our study was the first to examine the effect of emotions on implicit timing in human adults and further experiments are required to be able to conclude. Indeed, several methodological problems could have prevented the emergence of a clear significant emotion effect on implicit timing. Firstly, the emotional stimuli used in our study (emotional facial expressions) were perhaps not sufficiently arousing to induce a significant effect on the implicit timing of action. Other emotional stimuli must therefore be tested using our implicit paradigm. Secondly, in our study, we observed a within-trials influence of emotion on RT. In our experiments, we decided to use a random presentation of faces and interval durations during trial blocks in the emotion session. In this experimental condition, the RT curve for the neutral faces tended to peak at a shorter interval duration in the session involving angry faces than in that involving sad faces. The within-session emotional context might thus have affected RT on neutral trials, thereby limiting the emotion-related differences in RT within the same session. Recently, Gamache et al. [42] showed the importance of discrimination context in time judgment. For instance, when multiple foreperiods (i.e., period of time preceding an interval to be timed) were randomly varied within trial blocks, longer interval durations resulted in longer rather than shorter perceived durations. Further studies are therefore needed to test the effect of emotional context on implicit timing as a function of experimental conditions.
In conclusion, our experiments using an implicit timing task with RT as measure showed an acceleration of the RT in response to angry faces, thus suggesting that action preparation is accelerated in threatening situations. However, our results did not provide a clear demonstration of a significant effect of emotion on the RT, which depended on the temporal interval between the warning and the response signal. This suggests that, in our implicit timing task, the acceleration of motor action was not accompanied by an acceleration of the internal clock mechanism involving in its timing. However, methodological conditions could explain the limited effect of emotion on the timing of action observed in our experimental task, as some of the subsequent statistical analyses suggest. The debate on the nature of the processes involved in emotional effects on time judgment is thus not over.
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